
ACADEMY Series 
Drum Packages

ACADEMY  
Series

Concert Toms Sets include 
one stand per pair of drums
6x6, 7x8, 8x10, 9x12 
8x10, 9x12, 11x13, 12x14 
11x13, 12x14, 13x15, 14x16 
Full Set: all 8 Concert Toms 
Full BIG set: 8” thru 18” 
6x6 + 7x8 pair 
8x10 + 9x12 pair 
11x13 + 12x14 pair 
13x15 + 14x16 pair 
14x16 + 15x18 pair

675.00 
775.00 
900.00 

1350.00 
1600.00 

425.00 
450.00 
525.00 
575.00 
675.00

Concert Bass Toms
10x18 
10x20 
10x18 & 10x20

700.00 
750.00 

1300.00

Drum  
Diameters

STANDARD  
Series

UPGRADE 
Series 

DELUXE 
Series 

6” & 8”                              Toms
10” 
11” & 12” 
13” 
14” 
15” & 16” 
18”

369.00 
389.00 
419.00 
439.00 
509.00 
549.00 
599.00

439.00 
459.00 
499.00 
529.00 
599.00 
649.00 
709.00

479.00 
509.00 
549.00 
579.00 
669.00 
709.00 
769.00

12”                            Floor Toms
13” & 14” 
15” & 16” 
18” 
20”

509.00 
549.00 
619.00 
679.00 
749.00

609.00 
649.00 
729.00 
799.00 
859.00

679.00 
729.00 
809.00 
889.00 
959.00

16”                         Bass Drums
18” 
20” 
22” 
24” 
26” 
28”

839.00 
879.00 
909.00 
959.00 

1029.00 
1129.00 
1229.00

959.00 
999.00 

1059.00 
1099.00 
1199.00 
1319.00 
1439.00

1049.00 
1089.00 
1139.00 
1279.00 
1339.00 
1489.00 
1599.00

10” & 12”*                    Snares                 
13”* 
14”*† 
15”* 
16”* 
13” & 14” Stave 
13” & 14” 1-Ply

449.00 
489.00 
529.00 
559.00 
589.00 
829.00 
909.00

499.00 
559.00 
599.00 
629.00 
659.00 
909.00 
999.00

529.00 
599.00 
649.00 
669.00 
659.00 
959.00 

1059.00

COCKTAIL KITS 

24x15 Bass,  4½x13 Snare    
5x8 & 6x10 Toms   $2150/pkg $2400/pkg $2775/pkg

9x6, 10x6      6” TUBE TOMS
11x6, 12x6                    with
13.5x6, 15x6             one stand 
16.5x6, 18x6               per pair 
9x6, 10x6, 11x6, 12x6 
13.5x6, 15x6, 16.5x6, 18x6 
full set of all 8 6” Tube Toms

570.00 
620.00 
680.00 
730.00 

1050.00 
1200.00 
2075.00

680.00 
730.00 
780.00 
830.00 

1200.00 
1350.00 
2350.00

780.00 
755.00 
905.00 
980.00 

1400.00 
1550.00 
2550.00

9x8, 10x8      8” TUBE TOMS  
11x8, 12x8                      with 
13.5x8, 15x8             one stand 
16.5x8, 18x8               per pair 
9x8, 10x8, 11x8, 12x8  
13.5x8, 15x8, 16.5x8, 18x8 
Full Set of all 8 8” Toms

670.00 
720.00 
780.00 
830.00 

1150.00 
1300.00 
2325.00

770.00 
820.00 
880.00 
930.00 

1300.00 
1475.00 
2600.00

905.00 
980.00 

1130.00 
1180.00 
1525.00 
1650.00 
2800.00

COMPACT NESTING 
KITS                                 
         w/tom arms &/or legs

See order 
sheet for 
more details

4-piece kits  
5-piece kits

2282-2642 
2672-2992

TUPANS   w/striker set STANDARD

14x18 
15x20 
15x22 
16x24 
16x26 
16x28 

upgrade any Tupan 
to Independent Tuning

475.00 
500.00 
525.00 
550.00 
575.00 
600.00 

150.00

6061

Aluminum hardware 
and Made in USA 

Bid Per 
Project

HAMMERED BRASS and 
BRONZE SNARES 

5x14 or 6½x14 with 
Bridge or Black/Brass/
Chrome Tube Lugs 

499.99 to 
829.99 

SOLID DRUMSETS 
CUSTOM ART 
Mics & Rope Tuning

Bid Per 
Project

Includes: Up-Firing Pedal, Cymbal + HH + Tom Arms

GO TO WWW.TREEHOUSEDRUMS.COM FOR IMAGES

CUSTOMER  
PRICE LIST 2022



                                                             Add-on Menu PER DRUM                                                                                                                       
SHELLS: 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	        
†$110 for 15-ply *$185 for 16, 18, or 20-ply; *$275 = 30-ply.      	 $50 for pierced logo vent.                                                  
$75 (each) for bass drum hoops deeper than 1.75”.                         	 $125 surcharge on Basses 20.5”-24” deep.
$75-$100 for plied maple reinforcing hoops.                                          	 $150-$225 for Seam Lip.                                                                                                                                                          
Reinforced Vintage Mahogany/Poplar/Mahogany Shells: $100 per Tom, $125 per Snare or Floor, $180 per Bass. 
HARDWARE:	 	 	 	 	 	 	                             		 	                                    
$3 each for Stainless Steel Rods on Toms/Snares.    $4 ea. for SS Tension Rods on Basses or per 6061 Rods. 	                               
$10 per extra air vent hole beyond the first.              $20 per USA Threaded Air Vent.                                          
$10 Floor Tom Leg Suspension Feeties.                        $25 for Puresound or Grover Snare Wires.                      
$30 per Extra 10.5mm or ⅞” Bracket Installed.        $40 for Trick or DW Mag or Dunnett Strainer & Butt.                                     
$50 for single 1" or double ⅞” Bracket Installed.       $75 for staggered lugs. 		                                              
$65 Consolette Rail Mount.	 	                            $75/set of 3 extra long 10.5mm Floor Tom Legs.	
$110 for floor tom ring mount or 3 clips w/legs.        $165 for 14” Solid Brass Snare hoops.                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
$100 for chrome diecast hoops 8”, $85 10", $90 12", $105 13”, $120 14”, $135 16”, $150 18”.                      
$125 for chrome single-flanged w/clips 10" or 12", $140 13", $160 14", $185 16".                                                      
UP TO: $167 for claws on Wood Hoops 10", $171 12", $175 13", $192 14", $196 15", $242 16", $258 20"                                          
$130 for Standard Wood Hoops 8” & 10”, $135 12”, $140 13”, $145 14”, $155 15”, $165 16”, $175 18” 
$150 for Sculpted Wood Hoops 8” & 10”, $155 12”, $150 13”, $165 14”, $165 15”, $185 16”, $195 18”
FINISH:                                                                                  $30 per tom/snare, $60 per bass for HardMatte	  
$85-$125 for Glass Glitter wraps.                                   $75-$125 per drum for Shiny Wax. 	                                                                                                                                
$100 per stripe for hand-drawn/cut/burned stripe (one line = two colors = one stripe)                                    
Covered bass pricing includes optional ½” BD hoop inlay; $50 per hoop for full-width hoop covering.                                              
NOTES: Stave & 1-Ply snare pricing is for Maple, Birch, Ash, Walnut, Cherry, Oak, Pine, & Hickory.  Figuring 
on these species & all other species higher.  Re-rings & diecast hoops on 1-ply snares are included in pricing. 

	 	 	 	 	               Add-on ACCESSORY Price List                                                           
INSTALLED ARMS (these arms are priced with appropriate bracket installed on the bass drum): 	                
$60 for Accessory Arm. 	 	 	 	 	 $60 for Vintage Cymbal Arm.	               	 	      
$75 for ⅞” Cymbal Arm.	 	 	 	 	 $80 for Ride Cymbal Arm.         	 	 	    
$95 for Octopus Cymbal Arm.	 	 	            $100 for Crash Cymbal Arm.	                  	 	
$110 for Octopus Boom Arm.	                                  $125 for Double Tom Arm.                                                                                
DAMPENERS:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
$8.50 for 6-pack Moon Gel.	 	 	 	 	 $15 for Internal Bass Drum Felt Strip.	                  
$15 for External Dampener.	 	 	 	 	 $25 for Remo Bass Drum Dampener Installed.   
HARDWARE:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	                                
$20 for Bass Drum Anchor.	 	 	 	 	 $25 for Bass Drum Lifter.	 	 	                 
$25-$55 for ⅞” Tom Arm. 	 	 	 	 	 $30 for Cowbell Arm with ⅞” shaft.                                                       
$40 for 10.5mm Clamshell Tom Arm.                		 $45 for 3-Way Platform Mount with 1" shaft.                 
$40 for Grabber Cymbal Holder.	                                  $45 for Cowbell Rod with Rim Clip. 	 	                  
$50 for 10.5mm Ultra Tom Arm.	 	 	 	 $75 for Trap Tray.                                                                                        
$75 for Double Tom Arm.                                                                                                                                                         
$35 Rim Clips each.                                                             $125 for 3 Rim Clips with 3 Floor Tom legs.                      
Add $100 for 6061 Legs/Brackets or 6061 Spurs/Brackets per drum; $100 per hoop with HoopClaws                                                   
EXTRAS:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	                                     
$10 for Extra White or Black TreeHouse Vinyl Logo.	 $65 for Vintage Badge Bass Drum Logo.       
Contact Derek for pricing on Cases, Sticks, Cymbals, Extra Heads, Stands/Pedals/Carts and other Hardware.                        
NOTEs: For 100% Made in USA Specs, choose the Deluxe Column and all the Boldface pricing Add-Ons.          
.                11" toms are only available with Coated or Clear Remo Ambassador heads. 

1.75” 12-ply Bass 
Drum Hoops--Each
  16” (1.5” 10-ply) 

  18” 
  20” 
  22” 
  24” 
  26” 
  28”

Raw
 & Flat 
45.00 
50.00 
55.00 
60.00 
70.00 
80.00 
90.00

Beveled
& Sanded 

60.00 
65.00 
70.00 
75.00 
85.00 
95.00 

105.00

plus Dyed 
w/Oil & Wax 

85.00 
90.00 
95.00 

100.00 
110.00 
120.00 
130.00

with 0.5” 
Inlay Strip 
150.00 
155.00 
165.00 
170.00 
180.00 
185.00 
190.00

w/Full-Width
Covering 
180.00 
185.00 
190.00 
200.00 
210.00 
220.00 
230.00



 

UPGRADE	 	 	 	 ACADEMY	 	 	 	 	         
Includes STANDARD features but with:	 The Academy Series features the same rigorous quality as 
*Chrome Beavertail Lugs	 	 	 STANDARD TreeHouse Drums except with only 8-ply shells, 
*OR Black or Brass Hardware	 	 Direct Brackets, my choice of chrome hardware and fewer 
*OR Wrapped Finish	 	 	 color & finish options for a fantastic value at a lower price. 

DELUXE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
Includes STANDARD features but with: 
*Chrome Beavertails, Black or Brass Hardware AND Wrapped Finish 
*OR Tube Lugs (including 6061 Lugs) on Oil/Wax Finish 
	 	 Add 10% over DELUXE for either black/brass tube lugs and hardware on oil/wax finish 	 	
	 	 or chrome tube (or 6061) lugs on wrapped finish. 
	 	 Add 15% over DELUXE for both black/brass tube lugs and hardware and wrapped finish. 
   

BASS BOOST	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
TreeHouse Bass Boost works much like a bass drum mic placed in front of the audience side head, but 
uses a bass speaker as the diaphragm.  It’s mounted in a 5x10 maple shell that can match your 
TreeHouse Drumset.  Just plug a normal XLR mic cable directly into its built-in jack to add unexpected 
low end to your TreeHouse Drum!  
 

COCKTAIL KITS 
	 A TreeHouse Cocktail Kit features an 8-ply 8” with sharp bearing edges and a 6-ply 10” with 
rounded bearing edges which make these toms sound WAY different from each other.  A tall 15” bass 
with a snappy 13” snare floating over the top rounds out this unique kit.  Included are a Gibraltar up-
firing bass pedal, a cymbal arm, a hi-hat arm, arms/legs to hold up all the drums and a rug.  Have fun 
figuring out how to play a standing drumset! 

TreeHouse Custom Drums  
Series Features and Product Descriptions

STANDARD	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
*Choice of 6-, 8-, or 10-ply Maple Shells	 	 	 *Choice of Diecast or Stamped Claws 
*Choice of Compact, Bowtie, Bridge or B-n-B Lugs	 *2.3mm Hoops 
*Choice of 10.5mm or ⅞” Tom Brackets	 	 	 *Optional Tom Suspension Choices 
*Choice of Folding, Spider Leg or Vintage  Spurs	 *Chrome Hardware 
*Choice of Pressed or Threaded ½” or ⅜” Vents	 	 *Choice of Aquarian/Remo/Evans Drumheads 
*Trued Edges with Choice of 4 Bearing Edges, sanded and sealed including Sealed Interiors 
*Choice of Several Strainer, Butt and Wire options including Choice of Strainer Placement                                                                  
*Hand-Rubbed Oil & Wax Finish on Your Choice of Natural or Dyed Maple                                                                 
*Each drum is serialized and signed by the maker

DELUXE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
Includes STANDARD features but with: 
* Black or Brass Beavertails on Oil/Wax Finish 
* OR Black or Brass Hardware (not Beavertails) on Wrapped Finish 
* OR Chrome Tube Lugs or 6061 Lugs (and optionally, 6061 Bracket) on Oil/Wax Finish 
	 Add 10% over DELUXE for either black/brass Tube or Beavertail Lugs and Hardware  
	 	 	 on oil/wax finish or chrome Tube or Beavertail Lugs on Wrapped Finish 
	 Add 15% over DELUXE for both black/brass tube/beavertails and hardware and Wrapped Finish 
Add $100 for 6061 Legs/Brackets or 6061 Spurs/Brackets per drum; $100 per hoop with HoopClaws 

CANOPY PROJECTS 
	 At the top of the tree, the Canopy range offers a host of designs and features to dial in the look 
and sound you’re looking for.  Do you want different bearing edges on each head of each drum or an 
extra mount to hang your snare from the hi hat stand?  From internal mics to custom art, solid drum 
shells to LED lights, custom drumheads to rope tuning, let Derek help you explore the possibilities!

COCKTAIL KITS 
	 A TreeHouse Cocktail Kit features an 8-ply 8” tom with sharp bearing edges and a 6-ply 10” 
tom with rounded bearing edges which make these toms sound WAY different from each other.  A tall 
15” bass with a snappy 13” snare floating over the top rounds out this unique kit.  Included are a 
Gibraltar up-firing bass pedal, a cymbal arm, a hi-hat arm, arms/legs to hold up all the drums.  Have 
fun figuring out how to play a standing drumset!

UPGRADE                                   
Includes STANDARD features but with: 
* Chrome Beavertail Lugs                                
* OR Black or Brass (not Beavertail) Hardware               
* OR Wrapped Finish

TUBE TOMS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	        	
	 TreeHouse Tube Toms are made with 8-ply maple shells and are available with hardware and 
finishes (oil/wax, excluding wraps) left natural or externally dyed to match your TreeHouse 
drumset!  The option to internal dye match is available too.  One double tom stand is included with each 
pair of TreeHouse Tube Toms.

ACADEMY                                                                  
The Academy Series features the same rigorous quality as 
STANDARD TreeHouse Drums except with only 8-ply shells, 
Direct Brackets, my choice of chrome hardware and fewer  
color & finish options for a fantastic value at a lower price—
and you don’t have to be a school to order them!



TUBE TOMS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	        	 	
TreeHouse Tube Toms are made with 8-ply maple shells and are available with hardware and finishes 
(oil/wax, excluding wraps) left natural or dyed inside and out to match your TreeHouse drumset!  One 
Gibraltar double tom stand is included with each pair of Tube Toms. 

ACADEMY SERIES PRACTICE TENORS 
	 Each set of TreeHouse Practice Tenors is designed to fit on a snare stand instead of attaching to 
a marching carrier.  In your choice of 4-drum quads or 5-drum quints, Practice Tenors come with 
Chrome hardware in Natural Maple with an Oil & Wax finish.   

ACADEMY SERIES CONCERT TOMS 
	 TreeHouse Concert Toms realize an opportunity for you to have quality, real maple drums for 
your pit, orchestra, or small ensemble situations without breaking the bank.  TreeHouse Concert 
Toms come in one of three colors: Natural Maple, Light Brown, or Earth Brown with an Oil & Wax 
finish.  One Gibraltar Tom Stand is included per pair of TreeHouse Concert Toms. 

ACADEMY SERIES CONCERT BASS TOMS 
	 Designed perfectly to compliment TreeHouse Concert Toms, TreeHouse Concert Bass Toms 
provide you with compact, great-sounding low end for your ensembles.  TreeHouse Concert Bass 
Toms come in one of three colors: Natural Maple, Light Brown, or Earth Brown with an Oil & Wax 
finish. 

COMPACT NESTING KITS 
	 Designed in conjunction with drummers in NYC, TreeHouse has come up with a GREAT 
sounding drumset that stacks into itself.  Imagine all your hardware and sticks in a backpack, cymbal 
bag in one hand and drumcase in the other—either carried or wheeled along.  It’s here: the TreeHouse 
Compact Nesting Kit.  The fastest growing product line in TreeHouse’s history, Compact Kits get you 
out of the car, in the door, on the stage and ready to play in one trip.   

TUPANS 
	 TreeHouse Tupans are rope-tuned East European-Style bass drums made of plied maple & low-
stretch kernmantle rope.  Rounded bearing edge with Remo Powerstroke Fiberskyn on bass side and 
sharp bearing edge with Remo Renaissance on treble side are standard.  Featuring a hand-rubbed Oil 
& Wax finish over dyed wood, TreeHouse Tupans are lightweight, full-sounding, easy to play, and 
unique!  Each TreeHouse Tupan comes with a mallet & switch striker set.  Add $100 for a built-in CAD 
CM-217 condenser mic. 

SURDOS 
	 With respect to our friends from Brazil, TreeHouse proudly offers our homage to the wonderful 
music of Carnival: the Surdo!  Made with marching-friendly 18” or 20” diameters, these 22” deep 
drums are outfitted with heavy heads to rattle the windows as you support the bateria in your own 
escola de samba. 

HAMMERED BRASS SNARES 
	 TreeHouse offers Hammered Brass Snare Drums featuring heavily-hammered shells with a 
traditional center bead.  Finished with a black dimpled look and sporting tube lugs, these drums are 
great for all styles of music! 

SOLID DRUMSETS, CUSTOM ART, INTERNAL MICS, ETC 
	

TUBE TOMS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	        	
TreeHouse Tube Toms are made with 8-ply maple shells and are available with hardware and 
finishes (oil/wax, excluding wraps) left natural or dyed inside and out to match your TreeHouse 
drumset!  One double tom stand is included with each pair of TreeHouse Tube Toms.

ACADEMY SERIES CONCERT TOMS 
	 TreeHouse Academy Concert Toms realize an opportunity for you to have quality, real maple 
drums for your pit, orchestra, or small ensemble situations without breaking the bank.  TreeHouse 
Academy Concert Toms come in one of three colors: Natural Maple, Light Brown, or Earth Brown 
with an Oil & Wax finish with Evans Strata, G1 or G2 heads or Aquarian White Dot Tom Heads 
including our choice of chrome hardware.  One double tom stand is included with each pair of 
TreeHouse Academy Concert Toms.  Folks have been adding these affordable drums to their drumsets 
lately, so be sure to tell us if you’ll be mounting them from or right-to-left (concert) or left-to-right 
(drumset) so the mounting brackets will be easy to reach.  Also, when an Academy Concert Tom  set 
includes the new 18” diameter option, since it needs a beefier bracket, all of the drums in the package 
would come with heavier-duty mounting brackets.   
	 Concert Toms/Timbales and single-headed Bass Drums are also available 
in the Standard/Upgrade/Deluxe series at 70% of the two-headed prices 

ACADEMY SERIES CONCERT BASS TOMS 
	 Designed perfectly to compliment TreeHouse Concert Toms, TreeHouse Concert Bass Toms 
provide you with compact, great-sounding low end for your ensembles.  Add your own tom arms or 
stands to mount these drums which each have two 10.5mm brackets. TreeHouse Concert Bass Toms 
come in one of three colors: Natural Maple, Light Brown, or Earth Brown with an Oil & Wax finish.   

COMPACT NESTING KITS 
	 Designed in conjunction with drummers in NYC, TreeHouse offers a GREAT sounding drumset 
that stacks into itself.  Imagine all of your hardware and sticks in a backpack, cymbal bag in one 
hand and drum case in the other—either carried or wheeled along.  It’s here: the TreeHouse Compact 
Nesting Kit.  The most popular product line in TreeHouse’s history, a Compact Nesting Kit gets you 
out of the car (or off of the subway), in the door, on the stage and ready to sound great in one trip!

TUPANS 
	 TreeHouse Tupans are rope-tuned East European-Style bass drums made of plied maple, cold 
rolled steel rings, and low-stretch kernmantle rope.  A rounded bearing edge with Remo Powerstroke 
Fiberskyn on bass side and a sharp bearing edge with Remo Renaissance on treble side are standard. 
Other nice options are Evans ’56 Calftones—standard weight on treble and the Calftone EQ4 for bass.  
Featuring a hand-rubbed Oil & Wax finish over dyed wood, TreeHouse Tupans are lightweight, easy 
to play, full-sounding, and unique!  Each TreeHouse Tupan comes with a mallet & switch striker set. 

6061 
	 New in 2021, these exciting new hardware options are available on any TreeHouse drum, from 
just lighter Legs or interesting Lugs to complete Made in USA specs where everything on the drum is 
100% All-American.  For 100% Made in USA specs, select Deluxe Column and all bold Add-ons.

HAMMERED BRASS and BRONZE SNARES 
	 TreeHouse offers Hammered Brass and Hammered Bronze Snare Drums featuring heavily-
hammered shells for added warmth and stunning looks.  The Brass Shell is finished with a black 
dimpled vibe as well a traditional center bead.  The Bronze Shell is heavier with wider hammering 
and no bead.  Available in 5”x14” and 6½”x14”, these drums are great for all styles of music!

SOLID DRUMSETS, CUSTOM ART, INTERNAL MICS & LIGHTS, ETC 
	 TreeHouse offers many ways to customize your drums your way.  Contact Derek to explore 
the options for your project!

 For more information, call Derek at 785-235-DRUM     
or visit www.treehousedrums.com  


